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ABSTRACT

To address the problem of radio spectrum congestion due to increasing demand
for wireless communications services, cellular communication systems are going
towards small cells with small transmit powers. At the same time, in-band full-
duplex (FD) radio design has gained considerable attention due to achievements
in signal processing that can make design of full-duplex radios possible for sys-
tems with small transmit power. In theory full-duplex radios can double the spect-
ral efficiency of the system. However existing radios still do not provide enough
self-interference (SI) cancelation to be used in large transmit power systems.
Meanwhile device-to-device communication (D2D) is seen as a promising idea to
increase the performance of wireless networks. In D2D, users in vicinity com-
municate directly without going through base station. So far, very limited work
has been carried out to study the applicability of available full-duplex radios in
D2D. In this thesis, we investigate full-duplex D2D and amount of self-interference
cancelation required in D2D in cellular systems.

While D2D users share the same radio resources with cellular users, both cellu-
lar and D2D pair will receive interference. Resource allocation and interference
management become crucial in D2D communication. Both uplink and downlink
resource sharing are considered. In uplink resource sharing, to handle the in-
terference on the base station power control is used in D2D transmitter. To deal
with the interference at D2D receivers from cellular user’s uplink transmission,
interference-limited-area (ILA) method is used to select users with negligible in-
terference on them. When D2D pair is using downlink resources of cellular users,
users receive interference from D2D transmissions. Limiting this interference is
also done using ILA method. On the other hand, for the purpose of resource sha-
ring, the user with smallest downlink transmit power is selected to minimize the
interference on D2D receivers.

Half-duplex (HD) and full-duplex D2D scenarios are considered in both uplink
and downlink resource sharing. Simulations show that how much of self-interference
cancelation is required in different scenarios. Effects of the numbers of the selec-
ted users for resource sharing, distance between D2D users and also inter-cell in-
terference is studied. It can be concluded that using available full-duplex radios
in D2D communication can almost reach the theoretical doubling of throughput
in full-duplex mode compared to half-duplex mode.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

RT,HD Total system throughput with HD D2D link
RC Throughput of cellular users
RCj,HD Throughput of cellular users that are sharing resources with HD D2D
RD,HD Throughput of HD D2D link
RT,FD Total system throughput with FD D2D link
RCj,FD Throughput of cellular users that are sharing resources with FD D2D
RD,FD Throughput of FD D2D link
γi SINR of cellular user i
γj,HD SINR of cellular users j in HD D2D mode
γj,FD SINR of cellular users j in FD D2D mode
γDl SINR of D2D user l
Gci,BS Channel gain between base station and cellular user i
Gl,BS Channel gain between base station and D2D user i
Dl D2D user l
CUi Cellular user i
CUj Cellular user j
PRC Received signal power level at base station
Pci Transmit power of cellular user i
Pj Transmit power of cellular user j
PDz Transmit power of D2D user z
Pcmax Maximum transmit power of cellular user
Pdmax Maximum transmit power of D2D user
IDi,cj Interference from D2D user i to cellular user j
Il Residual of self interference at D2D user l
Gj,BS Channel gain between cellular user j and base station
GD Channel gain between D2D users
G0 Channel gain at the distance of one meter
Ai Interference limited area of user i
di Radios of interference limited area of user i
β Self-interference cancelation constant
δB Interference-over-signal threshold at base station
δILA Interference-over-signal threshold at D2D receiver
α Path loss exponent
Si Sub-carrier i
N0 White Gaussian noise

FD Full-duplex
HD Half-duplex
D2D Device-to-device
FDD Frequency division duplex
TDD Time division duplex
TX Transmitter
RX Receiver
RF Radio frequency



SI Self-interference
ADC Analog to digital converter
MIMO Multiple input multiple output
BALUN Balanced/unbalanced transformer
dB Decibel
dBm Decibel-milliwatts
MIDU Multiple input multiple output full-duplex
CSI Channel state information
CSIT Channel state information transmitter
SNR Signal to noise ratio
SIR Signal to interference ratio
SINR Signal to interference plus noise ratio
BS Base station
UE User equipment
LTE Long term evolution
LTE-A Long term evolution advanced
ISR Interference-over-signal ratio
ILA Interference-limited-area
ICI Inter-cell interference
PFR Partial frequency reuse
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing demand for wireless communications services is leading to the congestion
of radio spectrum. Since radio spectrum is an expensive and scarce resource, better
utilization of radio resources becomes crucial. With limitations on radio spectrum and
the need to support very large number of users and rich multimedia services like high
quality video delivery, new technologies are required. Technologies like multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems, cognitive radio, large antenna arrays, in-band full-
duplex (FD) radios, device-to-device communication (D2D) are among new paradigms
that are studied for increasing spectral efficiency of wireless systems.

Full-duplex radio design has gained a lot of interest recently because of its potential
to double the spectrum efficiency of the systems. In conventional two way wireless
communication systems, one node can not transmit and receive at the same time on the
same frequency band. The reason behind is that the node will receive its own transmit
signal, which is called self-interference (SI). self-interference can be up to millions of
times stronger that the signal of interest, so self-interference will make it impossible to
recover the desired signal [1]. Modeling self-interference and solving this problem will
lead to doubling the radio spectrum. This has led to several full-duplex radio designs,
systems like antenna cancelation [2], balanced-unbalanced transformer (BALUN) [3],
two stage antenna cancelation, known as full-duplex MIMO (MIDU) in [4], radio de-
signs at Rice university [5], [6], [7], [8], and most recently single antenna full-duplex
radios [9] and full-duplex MIMO [10] are among attempts to build full-duplex radios.
So far 110 dB of self-interference cancelation is possible for single antenna and multi
antenna systems [9], [10]. Considering these achievements, investigation of possible
application areas of available full-duplex radios becomes an interesting topic. Most
of the research in this area are focused on full-duplex relaying, or considering ideal
full-duplex systems with perfect self-interference cancelation in cellular systems.

Device-to-device communication is also seen as a new technology that can im-
prove the system performance and has wide application areas like cellular offloading,
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, video delivery, relaying, etc. D2D pro-
vides spectral and power efficiency and has the potential to improve quality of service
in cellular networks [11], [12], [13]. In D2D, users in close proximity communicate
directly with each other without going through the base station. Communication be-
tween D2D users can be in unlicensed bands such as WiFi or ZigBee, which has the
problem of uncontrolled interferences. D2D users can also use licensed cellular bands
to communicate, which is more reliable. While using licensed radio resources, D2D
users can either have their own dedicated radio resource, or share the radio resource
with some other users. The idea of co-sharing the same radio resources between D2D
and cellular users leads to higher spectral efficiency. But sharing uplink or downlink
resources between cellular and D2D users will result in interference between them.
Dealing with this interference is one of the most crucial problems that needs to be ad-
dressed in D2D communications. Several interference managements methods to deal
with this problem are introduced at [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].

Selecting the user that will be sharing the resources with D2D link is important in
interference management. In [20], a new method called interference-limited-area is
introduced. In this method, an area in each cell is calculated in a way that interference
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coming from users on that area to D2D users is negligible. Applying this methods
results in controlled interference and less complicated optimization problem.

Since full-duplex radios are available for system with small transmit power, and D2D
is for short-range communications with small transmit power, studying the full-duplex
requirements to be implemented in D2D communication is necessary. The amount of
self-interference cancelation in full-duplex radios that is needed for D2D communica-
tion under different scenarios should be studied. The aim of this thesis is to focus on the
full-duplex aspect of full-duplex D2D communication and study the possibility of im-
plementing already designed full-duplex radios in D2D communication. Interference
effects due to sharing radio resources are investigated and also uplink and downlink
resource sharing are considered. Knowing the amount of self-interference cancelation
required for D2D communication will make it possible to consider full-duplex radios
in future standards of wireless systems.
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2. FULL DUPLEX RADIOS

In this chapter we study duplexing schemes and the problem of self-interferene (SI)
in wireless radio systems and how it becomes the challenge in in-band full-duplex
radio design. Methods to cope with self-interference are introduced and possibility
of full-duplex radios is investigated. Availabe full duplex radios and the novel self-
interference cancelation mechanisms and technology used in them are explained. Ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each of these radios are presented. At the end we look
at possible application areas for available full duplex radios and conclusion is made.

2.1. Full-Duplex Radios

2.1.1. Introduction

In wireless communications, transmitted signals attenuate very quickly while traveling
in the space. Amount of this attenuation depends on the distance and obstacles in
the transmission channel. In two way communication systems, receiver (RX) on one
node receives the signal that is transmitted from node’s own transmitter (TX). This
signal is called self-interference. Since RX and TX on a node are in proximity of
each other, self-interferene can be a lot stronger than signal of interest that is coming
from another node, which is located far away. If RX and TX of the nodes in two way
communication system are operating in the same center frequency at the same time,
this self-interferene will make it impossible to recover the signal of interest that can
be up to millions of times weaker than self-interferene. To deal with this problem,
two way communication systems are using frequency-division-duplex (FDD) or time-
division-duplex (TDD). In FDD, RX and TX signals have different center frequencies
and a guard band between them, so they don’t interfere with each other. In TDD
systems, transmission and reception happen in different time slots, with some guard
interval between them. Now if one can suppress self-interferene, and make it possible
to transmit and receive at the same time on the same frequency band, required spectrum
of the system will be half of FDD or TDD. Recently there have been a lot of interest in
self-interferene cancelation, and radios that can operate at the same time on the same
frequency band are called in-band full-duplex (FD) radios. Figure 1 shows the node
model of a full-duplex system.

To make full-duplex communication possible, self-interferene needs to be canceled.
The first idea would be that since node knows what is transmitted, it can just subtract
it from the received signal and remove self-interferene. But this assumption is not
correct since in practice node doesn’t know what is transmitted from antenna. Node
knows what is transmitted signal in digital domain, but after analog to digital conver-
sion (ADC) and up converting to RF frequency, transmitted signal will have nonlinear
distortions plus unknown noise [9]. These nonlinearaties makes it hard to remove
the self-interference, so advanced analog and digital signal processing techniqes along
with propagation domain interference reduction methods should be applied to reduce
the interference.
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Figure 1: Full-uplex node model with two antennas.

2.1.2. Cancelation Stages

Three different levels of cancelation exists, passive cancelation, active analog and ac-
tive digital cancelation. Here we explain these three methods.

1. Passive cancelation is done before self-interferene signal is received at RX chain.
In the case with one TX and one RX antenna, passive cancelation is the attenua-
tion of signal between the two antennas. Different methods have been proposed
to maximize this passive cancelation. Distance between RX and TX, direction-
ality of antenna, material between antennas, or antenna cancelation methods are
the factors affecting the amount of passive cancelation [9], [2], [5], [7], [21] .
Passive cancelation is not enough to cancel the self-interferene and it should be
followed by active analog and digital cancelation.

2. After passive cancelation in done, actively reducing self-interferene in analog
domain before the signal reaches the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is called
active analog cancelation. Active analog cancelation can be done either in base-
band or carrier frequency.

3. Active digital cancelation is done in digital domain after signal passes through
the ADC. Working in digital domain is relatively easier compared to analog do-
main, but the amount of digital cancellation is limited becuase of the limited
dynamic range of the ADC. So for having digital cancelaiton, sufficient amount
of reduction should be done before ADC.

2.2. Available Full-Duplex Radios

Several research groups in industry and academia have reported full-duplex radio de-
signs. Different self-interferene cancelation methods have been used and so far up to
110 dB of self-interferene cancelation has been reported. Practical WiFi transceivers
are built and tested. In this section we explaine some of these radios and their working
principles.
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provides 15 dB of reduction of self-interferene signal. In the next step novel analog
cancelation circuit and tuning algorithm cancels 45 dB of self-interference. At the final
stage, digital cancelation provides 50 dB reduction.

assume some form of polarization/metal shielding between the TX
and RX antennas to achieve 50dB isolation). Note that this 50dB
reduction applies to the entire signal, including linear and non-linear
components as well as transmitter noise since it is pure analog sig-
nal attenuation. Next, these designs also use an extra transmit chain
to inject an antidote signal [6, 9] that is supposed to cancel the self-
interference in analog. However, the antidote signal only models
linear self-interference components and does not model non-linear
components. Further, it is incapable of modeling noise because by
definition noise is random and cannot be modeled. Overall this extra
cancellation stage provides another 30dB of linear self-interference
cancellation in the best case. Thus, these designs provide 80dB of
linear cancellation, 50dB of non-linear cancellation and 50dB of ana-
log noise cancellation, falling short of the requirements by 30dB for
the non-linear components. Hence if full duplex is enabled over links
whose half duplex SNR is 30dB or lower, then no signal will be de-
coded. Further to see any throughput improvements with full duplex,
the half duplex link SNR would have to be greater than 50dB.

The second design [11] gets a copy of the transmitted analog signal
and uses a component called the balun (a transformer) in the analog
domain to then create a perfectly inverted copy of the signal. The
inverted signal is then connected to a circuit that adjusts the delay
and attenuation of the inverted signal to match the self interference
that is being received on the RX antenna from the TX antenna. We
show experimentally in Sec. 5, that this achieves only 25dB of ana-
log cancellation, consistent with the prior work’s results. The can-
cellation is limited because this technique is very sensitive to and
requires precise programmable delays with resolution as precise as
10picoseconds to exactly match the delay experienced by the self-
interference from the TX to the RX antenna. Such programmable
delays are extremely hard to build in practice, at best we could find
programmable delays with resolution of 100−1000picoseconds and
these were in fact the ones used by the prior design [11]. Hence
the cancellation circuit is never able to perfectly recreate the inverted
self-interference signal and therefore cancellation is limited to 25dB
in analog. However this design also uses two separate antennas sep-
arated by 20cm for TX and RX and achieves another 30dB in analog
cancellation via antenna isolation. Hence a total of 55dB of self-
interference reduction is obtained in analog, this cancellation applies
to all the signal components (linear, non-linear and noise). The digi-
tal cancellation stage of this design also only models the linear main
signal component, it does not model the non-linear harmonics that
we discussed above. Thus we found that we obtain another 30dB of
linear cancellation from digital in this design.

Overall, the second design provides 85dB of linear self-interference
cancellation, 55dB of non-linear cancellation and 55dB of analog
noise cancellation. Thus this design falls short of the requirements
by 25dB (especially for the non-linear component). Hence if full du-
plex is enabled over links whose half duplex SNR is 25dB or lower,
then no signal will be decoded. Further to see any throughput im-
provements with full duplex, the half duplex link SNR would have
to be greater than 45dB.

3. OUR DESIGN
In this section we describe the design of our self-interference can-

cellation technique. Our design is a single antenna system (i.e. the
same antenna is used to simultaneously transmit and receive), wide-
band (can handle the widest WiFi bandwidth of 80MHz as well as all
the LTE bandwidths) and truly full duplex (cancels all self-interference
to the receiver noise floor). The design is a hybrid, i.e., it has both
analog and digital cancellation stages. Note that our hybrid cancel-
lation architecture is not novel, similar architectures have been pro-
posed in prior work [11, 20, 19]. The novelty of our work lies in
the design of the cancellation circuits and algorithms, as well as their
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Figure 3: Full duplex radio block diagram. Tb is intended baseband signal
we think we are transmitting, but in fact the transmit signal is T (red). The
intended receive signal is R (green), however we see strong components of
the red signal the RX side. Some of these red signals are undesirably leaked
through the circulator. The analog cancellation circuit is trying to recreate a
signal that matches the leaked interference signal for cancellation. The digital
cancellation stage eliminates any residual self interference.

performance. To the best of our knowledge this is the first technique
that achieves 110dB of cancellation and eliminates self-interference
to the noise floor.

3.1 Analog Cancellation
We introduce a novel analog cancellation circuit and tuning algo-

rithm that robustly provides at least 60dB of self-interference cancel-
lation. Fig. 3 shows the high level design of the circuit and where it
is placed in the radio architecture. A single antenna is connected to
a circulator (at port 2), which is a 3 port device that provides limited
isolation between port 1 and port 3 while letting signals pass through
consecutive ports as seen in Fig. 3. The TX signal is fed through
port 1, which routes it to the antenna connected to port 2, while the
received signal from the antenna is passed from port 2 through to
port 3. Circulator cannot completely isolate port 1 and port 3, so
inevitably the TX signal leaks from port 1 to port 3 and causes inter-
ference to the received signal. From our experiments we find that the
circulator only provides 15dB of isolation, i.e., the self-interference
that is leaking to the RX circuit is reduced only by 15dB. To get to
the noise floor, we still have to provide 95dB of cancellation, and
at least 45 dB of that has to come in analog to ensure transmitter
noise is sufficiently canceled and we do not saturate the receiver. We
accomplish this using our novel analog cancellation circuit that we
describe next. Note that when we report analog cancellation perfor-
mance numbers, we include the 15dB of reduction we get from the
circulator for simplicity of description.

Fig. 3 shows the design of our analog cancellation circuit. We
tap the TX chain to obtain a small copy of the transmitted signal
just before it goes to the circulator. This copy therefore includes the
transmitter noise introduced by the TX chain. The copy of the signal
is then passed through a circuit which consists of parallel fixed lines
of varying delays (essentially wires of different lengths) and tunable
attenuators. The lines are then collected back and added up, and this
combined signal is then subtracted from the signal on the receive
path. In effect, the circuit is providing us copies of the transmit-
ted signal delayed by different fixed amounts and programmatically
attenuated by different variable amounts. The key challenge is to

378

Figure 4: Single antenna full-duplex radio[9].

2.2.4. MIMO full-duplex Radio

Besides self-interference, design of MIMO full-duplex radios has another big chal-
lenge, which is the interference coming from node’s other transmission antennas. Each
antenna in the node will receive the transmitted signal from all of the other antennas
in the same node. Since the distance between MIMO antennas in the node is small,
this interference is large and needs to be handled. Considering the single antenna full-
duplex radios, design of MIMO full-duplex radios is considered in [10]. Considering
having a cancelation circuit similar to self-interferene cancelation between all the an-
tennas, will increase the hardware complexity of the design quadratically. But this
problem is also addressed in this radio design. Figure 5 shows the structure of the de-
sign. The self-interference on each antenna is called self-talk and interference coming
from other antennas are called cross-talk. To avoid the quadratic increase of the com-
plexity the so called cascade cancelation is implemented. Also residual of cancelation
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is also the same as the single antenna radio. This radio can be considered as ideal
full-duplex MIMO design for WiFi applications.
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Figure 3: SISO Replication Based Design: Shows a 3
antenna full duplex MIMO radio, using nine SISO can-
cellation circuits (SISO replication design). This design
uses in total 9N taps for M=3 assuming each circuit re-
quires N filter taps. In the general case this design would
require M2Ṅ for a M antenna full duplex MIMO system.

taps that each represent a single analog FIR filter tap, and
what is being controlled is the weight on each tap (prac-
tically this translates to controlling the attenuator on that
delay-attenuation analog line). A similar FIR filter struc-
ture is used for digital cancellation and the challenge is
calculating the weights to use on each of the taps. So the
key challenge the SISO self-talk cancellation system is
solving is calculating a set of FIR filter weights that can
accurately model this unknown and time-varying transfer
function.

Consequently, there are two metrics that characterize
this estimation circuits and algorithms.
• Complexity: can be quantified by the number of filter

taps that are used in the implementations that represent
the estimated Ĥ. The more taps we need, the more
analog circuitry is needed as well as DSP resources
in FPGA to implement them. Keeping the number of
taps low is important so as to reduce the space and
power consumed by analog circuits [8] and DSP logic
for FIR implementations (the baseline is the SISO de-
sign that requires 12 analog taps and 132 digital FIR
taps). To get a sense of the impact, 12 analog taps con-
sume roughly 24sq.cm of board area. A second con-
sequence of complexity is the amount of time it takes
us to re-tune the cancellation when the environment
changes (including things such as temperature). The
larger the number of taps, the longer it will take to tune
since there are more variables to estimated. When can-
cellation is being tuned, the radio cannot be operated in
full duplex mode. Hence tuning time is pure overhead,
and needs to be minimized.
• Estimation error: A second key metric is estimation

error which manifests as residual interference left af-
ter cancellation and directly reduces the SNR of the
desired received signal. A perfectly accurate cancella-
tion system would leave no residue. The baseline for
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Figure 4: Cascaded Cancellation Design: Shows a 3
antenna full duplex MIMO radio design with cascaded
filter structure for cancellation. The structure is shown
for receiver chain 1 only, but the same structure is re-
peated for the other chains. For, self-talk cancellation we
have N filter taps on every chain. Further we have C and
D taps feeding in a cascading fashion at the input of the
N tap self-talk cancellation circuit. Notice cross talk 1
is stronger so we need more taps (C > D) as compared
to cross talk 2. However both C and D are significantly
smaller than N.

this metric is the best performing prior SISO self-talk
cancellation design that leaves 1dB of residue over the
noise floor. In other words, the receiver noise floor
is increased by 1dB and therefore the SNR of the re-
ceived signal is also decreased by 1dB. To put this
number in context, this is extremely accurate since at
most normal receive link SNRs, a 1dB decrease will
have negligible impact. The reason for this residue is
estimation and quantization error in the algorithms that
calculate the weights for the filter taps used in analog
and digital cancellation. Estimation error is inevitable
and cannot be avoided, but its important to keep it as
small as possible.

How well would the SISO replication based design for
MIMO perform on these two metrics? The optimal sce-
nario given the SISO design is that the overall complexity
of a M antenna full duplex MIMO radio would be M×
the complexity of the SISO design, and it would have
the same estimation error as the SISO design. We can-
not do better than a linear increase in complexity and no
increase in estimation error.

However, the SISO replication based design doesn’t
come close to achieving these optimal targets. Its com-
plexity is M2× the complexity of the SISO design. This
is because it requires us to replicate the SISO design for
each cross-talk factor, and therefore we need a total of
M2 versions of the SISO design. In terms of taps this im-
plies 12∗M2 taps in analog circuits alone, along with the

4

Figure 5: MIMO full-duplex radio [10].

2.2.5. Radios at Rice University

Researchers at Rice university have studied several full-duplex radio implementations.
Feasibility of full-duplex radios is studied in [5]. Different cancelation stages and
relation between analog and digital cancelation are studied experimentally in [6]. This
design studies the characteristics of full duplex wireless systems using of-the-shelf
radios. In this experimental work, performance of different combinations of analog
and digital cancelation methods have been studied.

Since MIMO is seen as a necessary part of today and future wireless communica-
tion systems, possibility of MIMO full-duplex is also an interesting topic, recent work
shows that MIMO full-duplex radios are also possible for WiFi systems [8]. Block
diagram of this full duplex multi-antenna system is shown in Figure 6.

2.2.6. MIDU : MIMO full-duplex

This system [4] is a combination of MIMO and full-duplex, and this system is the
first full duplex MIMO for wireless networks. MIDU employs antenna cancelation
with symmetric placement as primary RF cancelation that can achieve 45dB of self-
interference cancelation. It can also be used in MIMO systems and hence enables
full-duplex MIMO. This symmetric antenna cancelation can use either two TX an-
tennas and one RX antenna (TX antenna cancelation) or two RX antennas and one
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techniques. In Section III, we describe the experimental setup
for validating the design. Section IV and V evaluates the
cancellation design in terms of cancellation and throughput
respectively. In Section VI, we give our MAC design with
detailed evaluations in Section VII. Section VIII concludes
this paper.

II. MIMO WIDEBAND CANCELLER DESIGN

We present a design for a wideband multiple antenna self-
interference canceller which uses a combination of passive
suppression and active cancellation techniques, where passive
suppression precedes active cancellation. The cancellation
techniques are explained below.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a full-duplex OFDM node with two transmitter
antennas and one receiver antenna (2×1) using passive suppression and active
analog self-interference cancellation. Blocks used for active analog cancella-
tion are highlighted in gray. Passive suppression consists in propagation loss
through hi,1,1 and hi,2,1. The Tx Radios are radio chains that up-convert
from baseband (BB) to RF. The Rx radios are radio chains that down-convert
from RF to BB.

Passive Suppression (PS): Passive suppression is achieved
by maximizing the attenuation of the self-interference signal
due to propagation path loss over the self-interference channel,
which is the channel between same node transmitter and
receiver antennas. The amount of passive suppression depends
on the distance between antennas, the antenna directionality,
and the antenna placement on the full-duplex device. We
use hi,m,n to denote the self-interference channel between
transmitter antenna m and receiver antenna n at node i.
The self-interference channel, hi,m,n, varies with time and
frequency due to changes in the node’s environment. Our
design of self-interference cancellation for OFDM systems
will be presented in the frequency domain. We use hi,m,n[k]
to denote the magnitude and phase that the self-interference
channel hi,m,n applies to subcarrier k. For a system with
K subcarriers the channel vector is defined as hi,m,n =
[hi,m,n[1], hi,m,n[2], · · · , hi,m,n[K]]. Figure 1 shows the two
passive cancellation paths hi,1,1 and hi,2,1 for a full-duplex
node with two transmitter antennas and one receiver antenna.

Active Analog Cancellation (AC): As the name suggests,
the active cancellation is performed in analog domain before
the received signal passes through the Analog-to-Digital Con-
verter (ADC). For an OFDM MIMO node, the self-interference
signal received at Node i antenna n on subcarrier k after pas-
sive suppression is equal to yPS

i,n [k] =
∑M

m=1 hi,m,n[k]xi,m[k],
where xi,m[k] is the signal transmitted from Node i on subcar-
rier k antenna m. Analog cancellation of the self-interference
at receiver antenna n is implemented by subtracting an esti-
mate of yPS

i,n [k] from the received signal.

In our proposed MIMO wideband canceller design, the
additional hardware components required for active analog
cancellation of the self-interference at one receiver antenna
consist of one Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC), one up-
converting radio chain (Tx Radio) which up converts the signal
from Base Band (BB) to Radio Frequency (RF), one fixed
attenuator, and one RF adder. Figure 1 shows a diagram of
our proposed analog cancellation for a full-duplex node with
two transmitter antennas and one receiver antenna. One input
to the RF adder is the signal at the receiver antenna, and
the other input is a canceling signal zi,n local to node i
which is input to the RF adder via a wire. For subcarrier
k and receiver antenna n, the local signal zi,n is equal to
zi,n[k] = −hW

i,n[k]
∑M

m=1 bi,m,n[k]xi,m[k], where hW
i,n[k] de-

notes the magnitude and phase that affect a signal at subcarrier
k when passing through the wire connected to the RF adder
at node i receiver antenna n. Further, bi,m,n[k] denotes the
cancellation coefficient for the self-interference received at
antenna n from transmitter antenna m at subcarrier k at Node
i.

The self-interference at subcarrier k after analog cancella-
tion at antenna n (this is the signal at the output of the RF
adder connected to antenna n) is equal to yAC

i,n [k]= yPS
i,n [k]−

zi,n[k], which can be rewritten as yAC
i,n [k]=

∑M
m=1(hi,m,n[k]−

hW
i,n[k]bi,m,n[k])xi,m[k]. From the equation for yAC

i,n [k], we
observe that active analog cancellation achieves perfect can-
cellation when bi,m,n[k] = hi,m,n[k]/h

W
i,n[k]. In a real system,

hi,m,n[k] and hW
i,n[k] can only be estimated, which leads to the

following computation of

bi,m,n[k] = ĥi,m,n[k]/ĥ
W
i,n[k], (1)

where ĥi,m,n[k] and ĥW
i,n[k] are the estimates of hi,m,n[k] and

hW
i,n[k] respectively. Thus, cancellation is usually not perfect.

The estimates of hi,m,n[k] and hW
i,n[k] are computed based

on pilots sent from each transmitter radio on orthogonal time
slots.

In a WiFi system that uses RTS/CTS, the estimates of
hi,m,n[k] and hW

i,n[k] can be computed based on pilots sent
during the RTS/CTS transmissions. Further, since hW

i,n[k] is a
wire, it is a static channel and it does not need to be estimated
often. While the RTS/CTS packet exchange adds overhead to
the system, it enables full-duplex and results in overall rate
gains as will be shown in Sections VI and VII.

We note that any additional transmitter radio used for analog
cancellation does not require a power amplifier since it is trans-
mitting over a wire. However, for our specific implementation,
the radio used for analog cancellation had a power amplifier
which could not be removed. Hence, we used a fixed RF
attenuator connected in series, as shown in Figure 1, in order
to reduce the signal power levels at the output of the canceller
radio to the levels required for cancellation. The attenuator
used was a passive device (part number PE7001 [12]) that
attenuates all the frequencies in the band of interest by the
same amount. The value set for the attenuator was a function
of the antenna configuration used because different antenna
configurations resulted in different levels of self-interference
power at the receiver antenna; different antenna configurations

Figure 6: Multi antenna full-duplex [5].

TX antenna (RX antenna cancelation), that enables having a two-level design of TX
cancellation followed by RX cancelation which can double the antenna cancelation.
full-duplex architecture of MIDU is depicted in Figure 7, and receive cancelation and
transmit cancelation are depicted in Figure 8. Results of this design at show that the
two level antenna cancelation eliminates the need for variable attenuators and delays,
and MIDU has significant potential both in point-to-point and point-to-multipoint half-
duplex-MIMO systems.

2.3. Applications of Full Duplex Radios

Full duplex radios in the ideal case can double the system capacity. Improvements
in different systems using full-duplex radios have been investigated in several publi-
cations. In [22] sum-rate performance of full-duplex radios between two nodes have
been studied. Considering channel state information (CSI) at receiver only authors
conclude that full-duplex performance depends on the SIR and in low SIR regimes
full-duplex radios perform better than half-duplex while in high SIR half-duplex has
better results. Considering CSIT the results show that full-duplex is beneficial in low
SNR regimes. Authors in [23] have studied full-duplex radio performance compared to
MIMO systems. Considering the same number of antennas that are utilized for MIMO
or full-duplex, it is shown that full-duplex radios have better gain only in low SNR
regimes. Full-duplex multiuser MIMO for small cells is considered in [24]. Joint up-
link and downlink rate maximization problem is formulated to find downlink precoders
and also uplink power allocation, this problem is not convex, so it has been solved us-
ing an iterative algorithm. Full-duplex relaying is a great area of interest and has been
studied in several publications [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. In [25] capac-
ity of a MIMO channel with full-duplex and half-duplex amplify and forward relay
has been investigated and full-duplex and half-duplex results are compared. Necessary
and sufficient conditions for full-duplex radios to outperform half-duplex radios have
been derived. Authors in [26] have considered full-duplex relaying in cognitive radio
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Figure 1: (a) FD Architecture, (b) Comparison Model.

(to track the SI channel), to yield a SI suppression of 25–30
dB in practice. In [8], a pseudo analog cancellation tech-
nique is introduced, in which an additional RF chain creates
a canceling signal in RF from a digital estimate of SI in the
base band, removing 35 dB of SI.

All these schemes require an estimation of SI channel be-
tween a Tx and Rx antenna, which becomes a scalability
bottleneck for MIMO systems with FD.

Digital cancellation utilizes the digital samples of the trans-
mitted signal in the digital domain and subtracts them from
the received samples, removing up to 25 dB of SI [11, 12, 13].
However, the pseudo analog cancellation approach adopted
in [8] limits the additional suppression from digital cancel-
lation to only 4–5 dB. This restricts its total cancellation to
less than 39 dB, limiting its applicability to small–medium
range communications only.

While MIDU can also benefit from digital cancellation (as
in [11, 12, 13]), in contrast to the above works, the large
potential for SI suppression from MIDU’s antenna cancella-
tion (albeit complementary to existing schemes), allows it
to break away from the dependence on analog cancellation.
This allows MIDU to easily scale to MIMO systems.

MIMO. In single user MIMO (SU-MIMO) systems (e.g.,
802.11n [4] and BLAST [10]), the capacity of a point-to-
point communication link is (theoretically) expected to scale
with the number of antennas at the Tx and Rx (say N).
However, in practice, the number of antennas at a base sta-
tion or access point (N) is much more than those at the
clients (n), limiting the performance of SU-MIMO to scale
only with n. Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) can be em-
ployed to overcome the limitation in such scenarios. Recent
work [6, 17] has implemented MU-MIMO schemes, in which
an AP can communicate with a number of clients simulta-
neously by utilizing the antennas that belong to a group of
clients. As a baseline for comparison, we compare the per-
formance of MIDU against such half duplex (HD)-MIMO
schemes.

3. MIMO OR FD, OR BOTH?
To understand why we need a combination of MIMO and

FD, we need to study the relative merits of FD and MIMO.
While our primary focus is on performance, hardware com-
plexity must also be taken into account for a fair comparison.
We define two models that are of practical interest: antenna
conserved (AC) and RF chain conserved (RC) models. The
models are defined with respect to a legacy MIMO node as
shown in Fig. 1 (b), where each antenna is associated with a
pair of Tx and Rx RF chains, and are both important from
different perspectives.

AC Model: Here, the node employing FD has the same
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Figure 2: FD vs. MIMO Performance: (a) Perfect SI

suppression, (b) SI suppression loss: 6 dB.

number of antennas (and RF chain pairs) as the legacy
MIMO node and hence represents the case where FD is en-
abled directly on legacy MIMO nodes. Hence, when FD is
enabled, depending on the split of antennas between down-
link and uplink, a mix of Tx and Rx RF chains will be
utilized in the FD mode. The total number of streams in
FD (including both uplink and downlink) is the same as that
in MIMO (either downlink or uplink). However, the full po-
tential of FD is not leveraged in this case (half of the RF
chains are not used as shown in Fig. 1(b)).

RC Model: Here, the node employing FD has more an-
tennas than the number of RF chain pairs. Note that in
HD-MIMO nodes, due to the half duplex nature, only half
the number of RF chains (Tx or Rx) can be used in any
transmission. However, this is not the case with FD, where
all the RF chains can be effectively used as long as there
are sufficient number of antennas available. For example,
compared to a two antenna MIMO node supported by two
pairs of Tx–Rx RF chains and capable of sending (or receiv-
ing) two streams, a corresponding FD node can use all the
four RF chains through four antennas to send and receive
two streams simultaneously. On the other hand, having the
additional antennas on the legacy MIMO node would only
contribute to diversity.

Note that the processing complexity of a transceiver lies
predominantly in its RF chains and not its passive antennas.
Hence, adding more antennas, while an issue for form factor
and hence mobile devices, is not an obstacle for base stations
and access points, which is where we expect FD to be pre-
dominantly employed. Therefore, when a node is designed
taking FD into account, one can provision it with more pas-
sive antennas than the number of RF chains to leverage the
potential of FD, which in turn is captured by the RC model.

3.1 FD vs MIMO Performance
Note that when a node has multiple antennas and em-

ploys more than two streams, FD by definition refers to a
combination of FD and MIMO. This is because, while the
available antennas can be split between downlink and up-
link in FD, one would still need to employ MIMO within
the available number of antennas in each direction to max-
imize the number of streams. Hence, the actual question
that we are interested in understanding here is that, given a
set of antennas and RF chains, should one consider splitting
the antennas between downlink and uplink through FD (with
MIMO within each direction), or should one directly employ
all the antennas solely towards MIMO in just one direction?

To address this question, we contrast the performance of

Figure 7: MIMO full-duplex [4].

FD-MIMO vs. HD-MIMO in a single link by comparing
their respective capacities under both the AC and RC mod-
els. We also consider both perfect SI cancellation at the FD
node, as well as when there is a remaining SI of 6 dB. We
also incorporate the correlation between antenna elements
on a node (ρ) that arises in practice and influences MIMO
performance (ρ = 1 indicates perfect correlation). The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the number
of antennas in the HD-MIMO mode (corresponding to the
same number of antennas in the AC model and half of the
antennas in the RC model) at either ends of the link, as well
as the antenna correlation factor and FD SI suppression.
Two key observations can be made.

• In the AC model, even small antenna correlations (ρ =
0.01) saturates MIMO performance with increasing an-
tennas. Hence, while FD does not have an advantage
over MIMO theoretically in terms of number of stream
transmissions, in practice with good SI suppression ca-
pability, it can deliver better performance even with a
moderate number of antennas (about 4-6 in Fig. 2(a)).
However, with imperfect SI suppression (loss of 6dB),
such a transition happens at a higher number of anten-
nas (12 in Fig. 2(b)) unless the antenna correlation is
high.

• In the RC model, there is an advantage for FD as it
has the potential to transmit twice as many streams
as MIMO. This, coupled with MIMO’s saturating per-
formance, allows FD to deliver significant gains with a
strong SI suppression capability (Fig. 2(a)). However,
even for a moderate SI suppression capability (with a
loss of 6dB), gains can be observed, even for a moderate
number of antennas (two in Fig. 2(b)) at low antenna
correlations.

In summary, we find that irrespective of the model con-
sidered, the use of available antenna resources towards a
combination of FD and MIMO is critical for optimal per-
formance. While the above comparison is with respect to a
single point-to-point link, applicable to scenarios involving
cellular backhaul links, mesh network links, relay links, etc.,
we will also discuss the relative impact in single cell point-
to-multipoint scenarios in Section 5.4. We next detail how
to realize such a joint MIMO and FD node.

4. DESIGN OF MIDU
MIDU employs antenna cancellation achieved through sym-

metric antenna placement (SAP) as its primary RF cancel-
lation technique. We first outline the rationale behind our
choice by identifying the advantages of SAP. Then, with the
help of antenna cancellation theory, we show how to enable
two levels of antenna cancellation (Tx and Rx antenna can-
cellation) with additive benefits. Finally, we show how it
scales easily to incorporate MIMO, thereby completing the
design of MIDU.

4.1 Symmetric Antenna Placement
Our antenna cancellation approach is based on a sym-

metric placement of antennas. Figure 3(a) illustrates our
Rx antenna cancellation, where two Rx antennas are placed
symmetrically at a distance ℓ from the Tx antenna. The
signal received from one of the receive antennas is phase
shifted internally using a fixed π phase shifter before being

Figure 3: (a) Receive Cancellation, (b) Transmit Can-

cellation.

combined with the other receive signal to help nullify the
self-interference signal. Similar to Rx antenna cancellation,
we can also have an analogous Tx antenna cancellation as
shown in Fig. 3(b).

While the basic antenna configuration for cancellation is
simple, we now highlight its significant potential to not only
address the limitations of existing FD schemes, but also to
allow for two levels of antenna cancellation and to leverage
MIMO in tandem. Compared to the transmit antenna can-
cellation in [7], where the π phase shift was realized with
asymmetric placement of Tx antennas (ℓ and ℓ + λ

2
), SAP

has the following advantages:

• Bandwidth Dependence: Moving the π phase shift inter-
nally alleviates the bandwidth dependence (due to λ) of
asymmetric antenna placement. Further, fixed π phase
shifters have significantly better frequency responses over
wide bandwidths compared to variable ones.

• Tuning: Since the received powers are similar, this avoids
the need for tuning of the attenuation and phase of the
self-interference signal, which are otherwise required to
counteract the power difference due to asymmetric an-
tenna placement.

• Scalability: Symmetric antenna placement allows for easy
realization of several null points, therefore scaling to MIMO
systems. Further, when compared with schemes such as
[13] that do not consider antenna cancellation, SAP does
not require an estimation of the SI channel between every
pair of Tx and Rx antennas, which becomes a scalability
issue for MIMO systems.

One limitation that was raised in [7] with respect to sym-
metric antenna placement, is its potential destructive impact
on the far-field. However, the simulations used to highlight
this observation used a free space path loss model. Note
that while the SI channel can be modeled as free space, it is
well known [18] that the far-field channels (indoors or out-
doors) from the transmit antennas experience independent
fading at any far-field receive point with sufficient separation
(greater than λ which is 12.5 cm at 2.4 GHz) between the
transmitting antennas (also validated in our experiments in
Section 5.2). Hence, asymmetric antenna spacing does not
provide an advantage over a symmetric placement with re-
spect to impact on far-field. An analogous argument holds
for signals received from far-field.

4.2 Understanding Antenna cancellation
To leverage antenna cancellation effectively, it is impor-

tant to understand the notion of signal nulling. A signal is
said to be “nulled”’ when two copies of the signal add π out
of phase to cancel each other, thereby pushing the received
signal strength to or below the noise floor. Let us consider
transmit antenna cancellation for explaining the concepts.

Figure 8: MIDU two stage cancelation [4]

networks and have formulated the optimal power control to minimze the outage prob-
ability of users. Mentioned work on applications of full-duplex radios is small review
of some of the work. Full-duplex radios are getting more attention and new application
areas might be introduced in the future.
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2.4. Conclusion

This chapter shows that full-dupex radios are available for wireless systems with small
transmit power. Enabling full-duplex radios in wireless systems will provile double
radio spectrum in wireles systems, which is a great performance boost. So far all the
full-duplex radios are implemented in WiFi systems and studying possible application
areas of available full-duplex radios is an open research interest. Device-to-device
communication, small cell, machine-to-machine communication, vehicular communi-
cations, etc. can be considered as possible areas and be studied. But implementing
full-duplex radios had its own challenges. Specially, if these radios are implemented
in base stations, interference management between users and also base stations are
among the issues that needs to be addressed.
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3. DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATION

In this chapter, at first the idea and benefits of device-to-device communication in
cellular networks are presented. Different methods of direct communication between
users are explained and then the problems of mode selection, resource allocation and
interference management are discussed.

3.1. Introduction to D2D

Increasing demand for wireless communication is leading to congestion of radio spec-
trum, which is an expensive and scarce resource. So better utilizing of radio spectrum
becomes more important and new technologies are required for this purpose. Device-
to-device communication is seen as a new technology component which can improve
the spectral efficiency of the cellular systems. In device-to-device communication,
users in close proximity communicate directly with each other instead of going through
base station. Since today’s users require high data rates specially for local connectivity
services like video sharing and gaming, offloading the data transfer from base station
and establishing direct communication between users will be highly beneficial for the
system. Figure 9 shows the general idea of D2D. Other application areas of D2D can
be multicasting, machine-to-machine (M2M) communication and relaying.

D2D is categorized into two groups, inband and outband. In outband, D2D links
use unlicensed band such as WiFi or ZigBee, while in inband, D2D link uses licensed
cellular bands. Establishing connection in outband D2D can be done by the base station
which is called controlled outband or by users themselves which is called autonomous
outband. Inband D2D also has two categories, D2D users can have either dedicated
radio resources, which is called overlay inband, or share the same resources as some of
the cellular users which is called underlay inband. Figure 10 shows the classification
of D2D communications. The problem of deciding on whether D2D users should
communication through BS (cellular mode) or directly (D2D mode) is an important
issue. Also in the case of D2D mode, base station should decide between controlled
outband, overlay inband or underlay inband.

3.2. Mode Selection

In this section a review of some of the approaches that have been used in selecting the
communication mode of the cellular users in D2D is given. In [32] authors have stud-
ied the three different modes, cellular mode, underlay inband and overlay inband and
proposed an optimal mode selection for D2D communication in multi-cell systems.
Authors in [33] have used system equations to perform the optimal mode selection for
all the devices in the network. Join problem of mode selection, resource allocation and
power control has been introduced in [34]. Solution to this join problem allows base
station to determine if the users should communicate in D2D or cellular mode, and also
assign radio resources and perform the power control. Joint problem of mode selection
and power control has been solved in [35]. Mode selection of the D2D communication
with a relay in the network is studied in [36], authors conclude that introducing relay in
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timization problem jointly finds the communication mode, radio resource for sharing
and transmit power of the users.

3.3. Outband D2D

Conventional D2D communication exploiting unlicensed spectrum like WiFi, ZigBee
or Bluetooth already exist, in which users are responsible to establish the D2D con-
nection. This cannot be beneficial to cellular networks since base station does not have
control over the connection. On the other hand, in controlled outband, cellular network
has control over the D2D connection [38], [39], [40], [41]. The benefit of this scheme
is that it does not require licensed spectrum and there is no interference on cellular
communications. The major drawback is the interference on D2D connection because
of other unlicensed spectrum users. Another limitation is that the device requires the
second radio interface such as WiFi. Due to these disadvantages, outband D2D has not
gained that much attention in recent research work.

3.4. Inband D2D

Overly inband does not provide so much of spectral efficiency since it requires dedi-
cated radio spectrum, but is can provide energy efficiency [42], or improve the perfor-
mance of the system [43]. Underlay inband D2D is the most efficient mode in the sense
of spectrum utilization [11], [13], [12]. The major problem in this method is that shar-
ing radio resources will cause interference both on D2D and cellular users. If D2D link
is sharing radio resources of the uplink transmissions, base station will receive inter-
ference from D2D transmissions and also D2D receivers will receive interference from
uplink transmissions of other users. When D2D link is sharing the radio resources of
downlink communication, cellular users will receive interference from D2D transmis-
sion and D2D receiver will receive interference from downlink transmission of the base
station. Hence mode selection, radio resource allocation and interference management
are the major problems to be addressed in D2D communication. Due to previously
mentioned reasons, in this thesis the focus is on underlay inband D2D communication
and also underlay inband is implemented in system model.

3.4.1. Underlay Inband Approaches

In this section a review is given on some of the methods that have been introduced
in literature for solving the problem of resource allocation and interference manage-
ment for D2D systems. Interference on cellular users can be on users equipments (UE)
or base station (BS) depending on uplink or downlink radio resource sharing. Hence
interference coordination becomes critical and needs to be formulated. Several meth-
ods exist to limit the interference in D2D systems. In [20] authors have introduced
interference-limited-area method to guarantee the quality of service in D2D commu-
nication. In this method an area around D2D users will be found in which the interfer-
ence on D2D users is higher than a predefined threshold and users outside this area are
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selected for resource sharing. Distance based resource selection method is considered
in [44]. Channel allocation is one way to coordinate the mutual interference between
D2D and cellular communications. Interference aware resource allocation scheme is
introduced in [45]. Cellular communication is considered as primary service and chan-
nel allocation problem is solved in a way to guarantee the quality of service for cellular
users while trying to maximize number of possible D2D pairs. Problem of mutual in-
terference coordination when D2D users are reusing uplink resources of cellular users
is considered in [46]. This paper is using a resource allocation method to handle the
interference while trying to maximize the number of D2D links in the system. Authors
in [47] have proposed successive interference cancelation (SIC) to limit the interfer-
ence from D2D users on cellular users while resource allocation is done using a greedy
algorithm to maximize the performance of D2D users. In [48] a greedy heuristic al-
gorithm is proposed to solve the resource allocation problem, this algorithm is fast
enough to be performed in the scheduling period of LTE and can also lessen the inter-
ference caused by resource sharing. Several other studies also have focused on coping
with interference in D2D systems [16], [17], [18], [19]. Authors in [16] have proposed
to exclude the cellular users with the same resources as D2D users outside the cov-
erage area of D2D users. This is done by a power control algorithm which leads to
less interference and a better system performance. A new interference-aware graph
has been introduced in [17] to model the interference links in an underlay D2D sys-
tem. Then a resource allocation scheme based on this graph is implemented that can
have close to optimal resource allocation performance. In [18] a scenario with multiple
D2D links and one cellular user is considered. Cell throughput maximization problem
constrained to SINR of the cellular users is optimized in fast fading and slow fading
scenarios. Results of this paper show that several D2D links can exploit the same re-
sources as cellular users without much degradation of its performance. Authors of [19]
have considered a cell with multiple antennas in base station and have compared the
performance of beamforming and interference cancelation transmit strategies in base
station. Scenarios with full channel state information in transmitter (CSIT) and quan-
tized CSIT are considered, authors have proposed an adaptive transmission strategy to
achieve the optimum performance.

3.5. Summary and Conclusion

This chapter has introduced the D2D concept and classification in the terms of radio re-
source allocation. From the discussed topics, it is seen that underlay inband is the best
option in terms of spectrum efficiency. Some methods to deal with the interference in
underlay inband are presented and it is shown that with proper resource allocation and
interference management techniques systems can benefit from D2D communication.
A survey on D2D communication and most of the literature in this topic is presented
in [49]. In this thesis we will focus on underlay inband D2D and study D2D commu-
nication using full-duplex radios.
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4. FULL DUPLEX DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATION
WITH UPLINK RESOURCE REUSE

In this chapter the idea of employing full-duplex radios in D2D is presented and possi-
bility of full-duplex D2D is investigated. In small cells that are using D2D connection,
distance between D2D users should be short and transmit power of the D2D pair will be
small. Hence considering the recent work on full-duplex radio design, D2D is a very
good candidate to make use of full-duplex radios. With 110 dB of self-interference
cancelation and maximum transmit power of 20 dBm for D2D and proper resource al-
location scheme, cellular systems can have a good performance gain, either in making
a better use of spectrum or increasing the system throughput. Simulations are per-
formed with uplink resource reuse in this chapter and comparison of the performance
of half-duplex D2D and full-duplex D2D are given.

4.1. Uplink Resource Reuse

In this section it is considered that D2D users are using the same radios resources
as uplink transmissions in the cell. In this case, base station receives interference
from D2D transmissions. D2D receivers will also receive interference from uplink
transmissions of the cellular users that share the same resources as D2D link. Figure
11 shows the system model. In this figure, A1 and A2 are interference limited areas for
D2D users D1 and D2, and radius of these areas are shown by d1 and d2 respectively.

Throughput of the system in the presence of D2D link is increased, the amount of
this gain depends on the resource allocation and power control methods. On other
hand, while using full-duplex radios, throughput is affected by the residual of self-
interference. Total throughput of the system when D2D link is activated is:

For half-duplex (HD) D2D:

RT,HD = RC +RCj,HD +RD,HD. (1)

For full-duplex D2D:

RT,FD = RC +RCj,FD +RD,FD. (2)

In the above equations, RC is throughput of cellular users that are not sharing re-
sources with D2D users, RCj,HD and RCj,FD rate of cellular users that exploit the
same resources as D2D users in half-duplex and full-duplex mode respectively. Rate
of half-duplex D2D link is RD,HD, and for full-duplex D2D we denote the rate by
RD,FD.

We consider γi to be the SNR of CUi at BS, γj,HD and γj,FD to be the SINR of the
cellular users that share the same resources as D2D users while D2D is in half-duplex
and full-duplex mode. So the rates for cellular and D2D users are:

RC =
M∑

i=1,i 6=j
log2 (1 + γi), (3)
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γi =
Pci.Gci,BS

N0

. (8)

SINR for half-duplex mode is:

γj,HD =
Pcj.Gcj,BS

N0 + ID2,cj

. (9)

SINR for full-duplex mode is:

γj,FD =
Pcj.Gcj,BS

N0 + ID1,cj + ID2,cj

. (10)

In the equation for SINR of D2D users, we consider that PDl and GD are transmit
powers of D2D users and channel gain between them respectively. Il is the residual of
self-interference at node l which can be written as Il = C(0, σ2

l ) [6], σ2
l = βPl where

β depends on the amount of self-interference cancelation in the node l . Icj,l is the
interference coming from CUj to D2D user l.

For half-duplex mode we only write the γ1 :

γ1 =
PD2.GD

N0 +
∑K

j=1 Icj,1
. (11)

For full-duplex mode:

γl =
PDz.GD

N0 + Il +
∑K

j=1 Icj,l
l, z ∈ {1, 2}, l 6= z. (12)

N0 is additive white Gaussian noise in all the equations.

4.1.1. D2D Power Control

It is considered that received signal power from cellular users at BS is kept at a constant
level PRC , i.e. users have a power control mechanism that depends on their channel
gain to the BS. D2D transmissions cause interference on the BS since D2D link is shar-
ing resources with other cellular users. To suppress this interference transmit power
of D2D users should be controlled. We propose that D2D users should transmit with
a power that interference over signal ratio (ISR) for users that share resources with
D2D link at BS should to be smaller than a defined threshold δB. ISR at the BS is
expressed as

ISR =
PDl.Gl,BS

PRC
≤ δB. (13)

Where PDl is the transmit power of D2D user l, Gl,BS is channel gain between lth
D2D user and BS, and PRC is received power level of cellular users at BS. From (1)
we use the following power for D2D transmitter:

PDl ≤
PRC .δB
Gl,BS

. (14)
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This maximum transmit power for D2D link will guarantee that the SINR of BS
does not fall below a defined threshold.

4.1.2. Interference Limited Area

While D2D users share the same frequency bands with other cellular users in uplink,
D2D receivers receive interference from uplink transmissions of cellular users. In this
section we present the interference limited area (ILA) method for selecting a group
of users which their sub-channels can be used in D2D link, so that the interference
on D2D receivers will not be harmful. In this method, an area around D2D receivers
is calculated in which the interference coming from cellular communications will be
large. In this work, this area is considered to be a circle with the radios di for D2D user
Di. Users outside this area are selected for resource sharing with D2D users. Area in
which the ISR for D2D user Dl is larger than δILA can be calculated as:

ISRl =
Pcmax.Gci,Dl

PDl.GD

> δILA, (15)

Gci,Dl >
PDl.GD.δILA

Pcmax
. (16)

Channel gain between CUi and Dl can be written as G0.(dl)
−α, so

G0.(dl)
−α >

PDl.GD.δILA
Pcmax

. (17)

The minimum distance to limit the interference to D2D is:

dl < (
Pcmax.G0

PDl.GD.δILA
)1/α. (18)

In these equations, Pcmax is the maximum transmit power of cellular users and α is
the path loss exponent. dl is the distance to D2D user Dl in meters and G0 is the gain
when distance is equal to 1 meter. Now we have found areas around D2D users A1 and
A2. All the users that are outside these areas are selected to share the same resources
with D2D users.

4.1.3. Resource Allocation

Two resource allocation scenarios are considered in this chapter. At first, only one
of the cellular users is selected for resource sharing. It is considered that from sub-
channels of users shown by Si that are outside ILA , one of them that maximizes the
total throughput RT of the system is selected, this is shown by S∗

S∗ = max
Si

RT . (19)

In the second scenario, all the sub-channels of users outside ILA are selected for
resource sharing.
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4.2. Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results to show with how much of self-interference
cancelation full-duplex radios improve the performance of a D2D link in a practical
cellular system. LTE systems employ orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) in downlink communication, and single carrier frequency division multiple
access (SC-FDMA) in uplink. The bandwidth in LTE is divided into resource blocks
(RB). Each resource blocks occupies 180 kHz in frequency domain (equal to 0.5 ms
in time domain). Since the minimum uplink scheduling interval in LTE is 1 ms, the
smallest resource in frequency domain is two resource blocks, i.e. 360 kHz. Here we
consider a single cell scenario where 30 users are randomly dropped in the cell, two
users with less than 25 meters distance are selected as D2D pair. It is assumed that
each user has two LTE resource blocks to communicate in uplink and D2D users have
to use sub-channels of other cellular users. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Cell Radios 500 m

Maximum D2D Distance 25 m
CUs Per Cell (M ) 30

δB 0.01
δILA 0.01
α 4

Maximum CU transmit power 23 dBm
Noise Figure at BS 2 dB
Noise Figure at CU 9 dB

D2D Path Loss Model 148 + 40log(d[km])
BS to CU Path Loss Model 128.1 + 36.7log(d[km])

Noise spectral density -174 dBm/Hz

Figure 12 shows the throughput of the system when only one CUj is sharing re-
sources with D2D and Figure 13 when K out of M users are sharing resources.
Throughput of the system with full-duplex D2D will increase as the amount of self-
interference cancelation increases, it can be seen that for less 78 dB of self-interference
cancelation half-duplex D2D has better performance due to large residual of self-
interference. However as amount of self-interference cancelation increases, residual
of self-interference will be small and SINR of D2D receivers will increase and full-
duplex will outperform half-duplex. At 110 dB cancelation, full-duplex D2D link has
almost double throughput of half-duplex D2D.
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Figure 12: Throughput of system for one user resource sharing for minimum SNR at
BS of 10 dB
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Figure 13: Throughput of system for K user resource sharing for minimum SNR at BS
of 10 dB.
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Figure 14 we present the ratio of full-duplex D2D link rate over half-duplex D2D
link rate for two scenarios, fisrt when D2D is sharing resources with only one cellular
user and second when resources of K users are being shared. In second case , full-
duplex outperforms half-duplex with lower amount of self-interference isolation (69
dB). The reason is that when the number of users that share resources with D2D link
is increased, D2D receivers receive more interference and interference plus noise level
increases. This makes the effect of residual of self-interference on SINR of D2D to be
less than the case where only one user shares the resources.
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Figure 14: Full-duplex/half-duplex link rate comparison.

Figure 15 shows the full-duplex D2D over half-duplex D2D ratio versus the SNR
target at BS for uplink signals for different self-interference cancelation amounts. As
this SNR target increases, cellular users can transmit with larger power, this will result
in larger transmit power for D2D users also. This will lead to increase in residual of
self-interference as the SNR target increases and full-duplex performance will worsen.
In this case, only one cellular user’s resources are shared.
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Figure 15: Full-duplex/half-duplex link rate comparison for different SINR Target.

4.3. Summary and Conclusion

This chapter presented a system model for uplink radio reuse for D2D link which is us-
ing full-duplex radios. Uplink power control and interference-limited-area method are
presented for interference management. Simulations show the performance gain that
can be achieved by using full-duplex radios in D2D and the amount of self-interference
cancelation required for full-duplex radios so they can be used in D2D. Results show
that available full-duplex systems can be considered as ideal for D2D communications
since D2D is for short distances with small transmit powers.
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5. FULL DUPLEX DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATION
WITH DOWNLINK RESOURCE REUSE

In this chapter, underlay D2D with downlink resource sharing is considered and the
effect of residual of self-interference on performance of full-duplex D2D is studied.
Multi-cell scenario and the effect of inter-cell interference is also investigated.

5.1. Downlink Resource Reuse

This chapter presents the scenario in which downlink transmission resources are being
shared with D2D users. In this case, D2D receivers will receive interference coming
from base station. Cellular users, which share the same resources as D2D users, will
also have interference because of D2D transmissions. Selecting the cellular users for
resource sharing is important because of these interferences. Since cellular commu-
nications is the primary service, quality of service in cellular downlink transmissions
needs to be guaranteed. For this purpose interference limited area method is used to
select a group of users for resource sharing that would not face harmful interference
from D2D transmissions. To minimize the interference on D2D link, we select the user
with minimum transmit power from the group of users selected in ILA method. Sys-
tem model of D2D communication with downlink resource resource reuse is shown in
Figure 16. In the system model, A1 and A2 are interference limited areas for D2D
users D1 and D2, and radius of these areas are presented by d1 and d2 respectively.

5.1.1. Downlink Formulation

An OFDMA based cellular network is considered with M cellular users randomly
dropped in the cell. Each user has its own dedicated radio resource and users do not
interfere with each other. Base station transmits signals to users in a way the SINR
requirements of the users are met.

Like the uplink scenario that is discussed in the previous chapter, the rates in the
system can be written as:

RC =
M∑

i=1,i 6=j
log2 (1 + γi), (20)

RCj,HD =
K∑

j=1

log2 (1 + γj,HD), (21)

RCj,FD =
K∑

j=1

log2 (1 + γj,FD). (22)

As seen from 16, when D2D users operate in half-duplex mode, D2D user D2 is
transmitting and D2D user D1 is receiving. SINR of D2D user Dl is denoted as γDl.
Rate of the D2D link is:
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γj,FD =
Pcj.Gcj,BS

N0 + ID1,cj + ID2,cj + ICI
. (27)

In the following equations for SINR of D2D users, we consider that PDl and GD are
transmit powers of D2D users and channel gain between them respectively. Il is the
residual of self-interference at node l which can be written as Il = C(0, σ2

l ), σ
2
l = βPl

where β depends on the amount of self-interference cancelation in the node l . Icj,l is
the interference coming from CUj to D2D user l.

For half-duplex mode we only write the γ1 :

γ1 =
PD2.GD

N0 +
∑K

j=1 Icj,1 + ICI
. (28)

For full-duplex mode:

γl =
PDz.GD

N0 + Il +
∑K

j=1 Icj,l + ICI
l, z ∈ {1, 2}, l 6= z. (29)

5.1.2. Interference Limited Area

In this section, interference limited area is applied to coordinate the interference on
cellular users from D2D transmissions. Considering the minimum SINR requirements
for cellular users, we calculate the interference-over-signal ratio for cellular users con-
sidering the maximum D2D transmit power. This interference-over-signal ratio should
be smaller than a predefined threshold. The following shows the calculation of inter-
ference limited area:

ISRl =
Pdmax.GDl,ci

Pci.GBS,ci

> δILA, (30)

GDl,ci >
Pci.GBS,ci.δILA

Pdmax
. (31)

Channel gain between CUi and Dl can be written as G0.(dl)
−α, so:

G0.(dl)
−α >

Pci.GBS,ci.δILA
Pdmax

. (32)

The minimum distance to limit the interference to D2D is:

dl < (
Pdmax.G0

Pci.GBS,ci.δILA
)1/α. (33)

5.1.3. Resource allocation

Selection of the user for resource sharing with D2D users in this section is done in a
way to minimize the interference on D2D users. Since all the users outside the ILA that
is calculated in previous section can be used for resource sharing without any harmful
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interference on cellular users, user with minimum transmit power is selected to utilize
the same resources as D2D link.

5.2. Simulation Results

Simulation results show how much self-interference cancelation is required for down-
link resource reuse of cellular communications. In this section, at first the single cell
results are presented. Then results of multi-cell scenario are shown to study the effect
of inter-cell interference. Table 2 shows the simulation parameters used in downlink
system model.

Table 2: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Cell Radios 500 m

Number of cells 19
Maximum D2D Distance 25 m

CUs Per Cell (M ) 30
δILA 0.01
α 4

Noise Figure at BS 2 dB
Noise Figure at CU 9 dB

D2D Path Loss Model 148 + 40log(d[km])
BS to CU Path Loss Model 128.1 + 36.7log(d[km])

Noise spectral density -174 dBm/Hz

5.2.1. Single Cell

Figure 17 shows the throughput of the system in the presence of half-duplex D2D and
full-duplex D2D based on different amount of self-interference cancelation. Through-
put is constant for only cellular case and half-duplex D2D case. full-duplex D2D
rate increases as amount of self-interference cancelation increases. For small num-
ber of self-interference cancelation, half-duplex performs better than full-duplex since
the residual of self-interference is too large and it deteriorates the SINR of the D2D
receivers. While with around 100 dB self-interference suppression, full-duplex can
almost achieve the theoretical doubling of throughput.

To have a better presentation of the rate performance of full-duplex over half-duplex,
Figure 18 depicts the ratio of full-duplex D2D link rate over half-duplex D2D link
rate. This figure shows that with 110 dB self-interference cancelation, full-duplex has
double throughput compared tho half-duplex, with is an ideal full-duplex scenario for
D2D systems.

One of the most important aspects of D2D communication is small distance between
D2D users. So studying the effect of the distance of D2D users from each other on
performance of full-duplex radios is important. In Figure 19, ratio of full-duplex
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throughput over half-duplex throughput is presented for 5 different amounts of self-
interference cancelation, based on the distance of D2D users. This figure shows that
distance of the D2D users, has a huge effect on performance of full-duplex radios.
Smaller distance lead to smaller transmit powers, which makes it easier to reduce the
self-interference to noise floor, and have almost perfect full-duplex radios. As seen in
the figure, for example even 85 dB self-interference cancelation provide almost double
throughput for full-duplex radios. Most important point of this figure is that with more
than 100 dB self-interference cancelation, full-duplex link has double throughput even
for large distances of D2D users.
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Figure 19: FD/HD ratio based on distance

5.2.2. Multi-cell

In cellular systems inter-cell interference management is a critical issue. In previous
cellular systems, adjacent cells had different frequencies. New wireless systems utilize
frequency reuse of one, it means that all the cells use the same frequency band. In this
case, dealing with inter-cell interference becomes more challenging. Different methods
exist to deal with the inter-cell interference [50]. In this thesis it is considered that each
cell is divided to center and edge areas. Frequency reuse factor in center of the cell is
one and in the edge of the cell frequency reuse of three is used. This is called Partial
Frequency Reuse (PFR) as shown in Figure 20. PRF has been studied, e.g. in [51],
[52], [53]. This section studies the performance of full-duplex radios in the presence
of inter-cell interference. PRF is with edge reuse factor of 3 is implemented.
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Figure 20: Partial frequency reuse

The simulation results are presented in the following figures. Figure 21 shows the
throughput of the system for three modes, only cellular, half-duplex and full-duplex
D2D. Similar to previous section, we see that full-duplex radios have poor perfor-
mance when the self-interference cancelation is small. But will larger number of self-
interference reduction, full-duplex radios can provide double throughput.

In Figure 22, full-duplex over half-duplex rate ratio is depicted. Comparing this
figure to Figure 18 for single cell scenario, we see that full-duplex radios in multi-
cell case have better performance. As seen, in single cell scenario, at 78 dB self-
interference reduction full-duplex and half-duplex have equal rate, but in multi-cell,
this amount is at around 68 dB. Reason is that in multi-cell, intercell-interference
increases the noise-plus-interference level. Higher level of noise-plus-interference
means that less self-interference cancelation is required for full-duplex radios. Fig-
ure 21 shows that with 110 dB self-interference cancelation, full-duplex radios can be
considered as ideal for D2D communication.

In Figure 23, results of the full-duplex over half-duplex rate ratio for different
amount of self-interference cancelation are plotted over the distance of D2D users.
Results of this figure also show that for small distances between D2D users, even 75
dB self-interference cancelation can provide around 85% increase in the throughput.
With 100 and 110 dB reduction on the level of self-interference, full-duplex doubles
the rate of the link.

5.3. Summary and Conclusion

This chapter studies the downlink radio reuse of cellular users for D2D communica-
tion. It is considered that D2D users have self-interference cancelation systems and can
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Figure 21: Throughput of system for downlink resource reuse - multi cell
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Figure 22: FD/HD Ratio For Downlink Resource Reuse - Multi Cell
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Figure 23: FD/HD Ratio Based On Distance

operate in both half-duplex and full-duplex modes. Interference-limited-area is used
for interference management on cellular users. Full-duplex performance is compared
to that of half-duplex for single cell and multi cell scenarios. In multi cell scenario,
PFR with edge frequency reuse factor of 3 is implemented to limit the intercell inter-
ference. Simulations show that intercell interference effect the self-interference cance-
lation requirements for full-duplex radios since it increases the signal-plus-noise radio
in D2D receivers. Results show that full-duplex is possible for D2D communication
and can be considered in future wireless systems.
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6. DISCUSSION

The focus of this thesis is to study the requirements for full-duplex radios to be used
in device-to-device communications. Full-duplex radios can provide almost double
spectral efficiency for wireless communications systems. The problem nowadays is
that full-duplex radios are only available for systems with small transmit power. It was
well known that if a radio can reduce the interference coming from its own transmitter
to noise floor, it can simultaneously transmit and receive on the same frequency band
and there will be no need to have time-division-duplex or frequency-division-duplex
for two way communications. Until recently, radio engineering and signal processing
technologies were not able to cancel the so called self-interference and the use of FDD
or TDD was necessary. Recently full-duplex radio design has gained a lot of interest
since wireless communication systems are going towards small cells and small transmit
power systems, which makes it easier to eliminate the self-interference. Recent works
on full-duplex radio design show the possibility of this technology for WiFi systems
[2], [3], [9], [7], [21], [5], [6]. Research groups have been able to reduce the self-
interference to the noise floor and double the throughput of the wireless systems. Radio
design in [9] uses only one antenna and provides 110 dB self-interference cancelation.
Implementation of full-duplex radios for multiple antenna systems also have gained
a lot of interest [8], [4], [10]. Full-duplex MIMO radio in [10] can provide 110 dB
self-interference reduction, also it provides the reduction of interference coming from
other antennas in the node, while the complexity of the design is increased linearly
with the number of antennas. This is almost an ideal full-duplex MIMO radio for WiFi
systems. Investigating the possible application areas of full-duplex radios specially in
cellular systems seems to be necessary. Most of the work in this area has considered
ideal full-duplex radios without any residual of self-interference for all transmit power
systems. This assumption is not realistic and it does not give a proper view at the
problems in cellular systems. Also most of the work in this area have considered using
separate transmit and receive antennas, which is not possible in hand held devices like
mobile phones.

Device-to-device communication is considered to be one of the key technologies in
future wireless systems to increase the spectral efficiency. Providing direct communi-
cation between devices will decrease latency and also offload data from base station.
Underlay D2D which is co-sharing the spectrum between cellular and D2D users pro-
vides higher spectral efficiency but also causes mutual interference between cellular
and D2D users. Since D2D is for devices in close proximity, transmit powers are small
and thus possible to use full-duplex radios. Since in full-duplex D2D both of the users
are transmitting at the same time on the same frequency band which is also being used
by one or more cellular users, studying the interference and also the resource allocation
becomes crucial. Also considering the effect of residual of self-interference and how
much self-interference cancelation is required for full-duplex D2D needs to be inves-
tigated. Co-sharing cellular bands with D2D users can be done in uplink or downlink
period. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages. But since future cellular sys-
tems may employ dynamic TDD for uplink and downlink communications, here both
uplink and downlink resource sharing are studied.

In uplink resource sharing, the interference on base station from D2D transmitter is
limited by the power control done at D2D transmitter. Base on acceptable interference-
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over-signal ratio in base station, D2D transmitter adjusts its transmit power to keep the
interference less than a predefined ratio. To deal with the interference on D2D re-
ceivers coming from transmission of cellular users, the so called interference-limited-
area method [20] is used. In this method an area around each D2D receiver is calculated
in a way that interference coming to D2D receiver from cellular users would be high,
then the users outside this area are considered for recourse sharing. This will guaran-
tee that D2D users will not receive harmful interference and also makes the problem
of resource allocation in base station more simple.

In chapter 5, allocating downlink resources for D2D communication is considered.
When D2D users use the same resources as downlink communications, D2D users will
receive the signal from base station which is sent to cellular users. On the other hand,
transmission of D2D users causes interference to cellular users. Similar to the uplink
resource sharing, to limit the interference on cellular users, interference-limited-area
method is implemented. An area around D2D users is calculated based on the maxi-
mum D2D transmit power and interference-to-signal ratio in cellular users. Only the
users outside this area are to be considered for resource sharing. To have the minimum
interference on D2D receivers, cellular user with minimum transmit power will be se-
lected to share the resources with D2D. Effect of inter-cell interference on amount of
required self-interference cancelation is also studied in chapter 5. Distance of D2D
users has a great impact on the performance of the full-duplex radios in D2D.

The main contribution of this thesis is that the results show that available full-duplex
radios can be implemented in D2D communication. Throughout system level simu-
lations, realistic results make it clear that full-duplex D2D should be a part of future
wireless systems. The studies in this thesis have been limited to single antenna sys-
tems. While future cellular systems are going to employ multiple antennas, so further
study of full-duplex D2D for systems with multiple antennas in base station and also
mobile users is necessary.
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7. SUMMARY

This thesis studied full-duplex device-to-device communication. Self-interference can-
celation requirements for full-duplex radios to be implemented in device-to-device
communication are investigated and it is shown by results that currently available full-
duplex radios can be used in device-to-device communication. In the simulations,
underlay D2D both in uplink and downlink are considered. Power control, resource
allocation and interference-limited-are are used to deal with the interference that is
the result of resource sharing. Since no work has been done prior to this thesis in
full-duplex D2D, this thesis bridges the gap between full-duplex radios and D2D com-
munication. Results show that with 110 dB self-interference cancelation, full-duplex
D2D link can deliver double the throughput of traditional half-duplex scheme. Meth-
ods of resource allocation and also interference management effect the performance
of full-duplex radios. In scenarios with high interference level, full-duplex radios eas-
ily outperform half-duplex even with less self-interference cancelation. In downlink
resource sharing, inter-cell interference is also considered, simulations show that in-
crease in noise-plus-interference level due to inter-cell interference leads to a better
condition for full-duplex radios to be used.
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